Adjustable Shelving: Checklist
Using our standard size components, use this checklist to see what you can create for your space:

Height:

Sizes available:
Measurements in mm

Total available length:
mm
Using the Upright formulas,
work out how many bays and
sizes you can fit into your
space:

Depth:

Shelf lengths:
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Open Uprights:

Panelled Uprights:

Add up all of your shelf
lengths, and add 30mm.

Add up all of your shelf lengths and add:
End uprights = add 40mm overall.
Each panelled upright in between +5mm.
Example: 3 bay panelled unit.
800+800+800 (+40 +5 +5)
= 2450mmW

Example: 3 bay open unit.
800+800+800 (+30)
= 2430mmW

Finishes:
Raw Pine, Clear Lacquer, White Paint, Custom Paint, White Wash, Black Stain or any Wood Stain from finishes document

Uprights open:

Open

Upright end:

MDF panel

Plywood panel

Uprights intermediate:

MDF panel

Plywood panel

50mm vertical hole spacing

Uprights:

Intermediate

End

(standard)

25mm vertical hole spacing
Finish:
Upright Height x Depth:

Open frame.
Adjustable holes
on both faces.

Upright Quantity:
Each individual shelf is counted, including
the one at the very top and the very bottom.

Panelled frame.
Adjustable holes
on both faces.

Shelves:

Panelled frame.
Adjustable holes
on inside face only.

Sufficient number of pins
included with shelves.

Example: This unit has 5 shelves.
Finish:
Shelf Length x Depth:
Shelf Quantity:
Cross bracing or back panels is required for all adjustable shelving.
One crossbrace is required per 3 bays.

Back panel or cross brace?
Toe kicks

Wall bracket

Extras:
Any special accessories required?
Doors? Drawers?
Send us a copy of the above and let us know
what you are after for an emailed quote.
e: info@lundia.co.nz
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